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ABSTRACT 
Linear systems of an arbitrary number of inequalities provide external representa- 
tions for the closed convex sets in the Euclidean space. In particular, the locally 
polyhedral systems introduced in this paper are the natural inear representation for 
quasipolyhedral sets (those subsets of the Euclidean space whose nonempty intersec- 
tions with polytopes are polytopes). For these systems the geometrical properties of 
the solution set are investigated, and their extreme points and edges are characterized. 
The class of locally polyhedral systems includes the quasipolyhedral systems, intro- 
duced by Marchi, Puente, and Vera de Serio in order to generalize the Weyl property 
of finite linear inequality systems. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
EDWARD J. ANDERSON ET AL. 
Given an ordinary linear inequality system o" -'= {a' tx >1 bt, t ~ T}, T 
finite, it is known that the active (binding) constraints at each point of the 
solution set provide all the local information at that point. In particular they 
allow us to reconstruct the cone of feasible directions, which is always 
polyhedral. If T is infinite these properties do not hold any longer, since the 
solution set is a general closed convex set, and the active constraints set might 
be empty, even at the boundary points of the solution set [observe that the 
solution set of or can be alternatively represented by means of the system 
{at  x >1 b t - r -1 ,  (t, r) ~ T X ~}, for which there is no active constraint at 
any solution point]. The present paper deals with a new class of linear 
inequality systems with an arbitrary number of constraints, which are named 
locally polyhedral  (LOP in brief), and which are defined as those having 
sufficiently many active constraints at each solution point to construct, from 
them, the cone of feasible directions at that point. For a LOP system, the main 
results in the paper establish the polyhedrality of all these cones (conse- 
quence of Lemma 3.2), and the quasipolyhedral ity of the solution set; i.e., 
their nonempty intersections with polytopes are also polytopes (Theorem 4.2). 
The sets having this property, called quasipolyhedral sets, were introduced by 
Klee [6] in the frame of separation theory, although their possible linear 
representations were not considered by this author. Finally, we prove (Theo- 
rem 4.3) that a third significant property of the LOP systems i the well-known 
Weyl property (see [9]), characterizing the extreme points of the solution set 
as those points such that the set of vectors a t associated with the active 
constraints at this point is complete; i.e., it contains a basis of • n. 
In the paper, characterizations of the extreme points and edges (exposed 
one-dimensional f ces) of the solution sets of LOP systems are provided. If the 
solution set F does not contain lines, then according to the well-known 
representation theorem of Klee [5], F is the sum of the convex hull of the 
extreme points with the conical hull of the extreme directions (i.e., the 
directions of the unbounded edges of F). Thus, the characterization f the 
extreme points and edges of F provides useful information about F. More- 
over, these characterizations allow us to extend, in [1], the simplex method of 
Dantzig to linear optimization problems with infinitely many constraints. 
Such extensions can be seen as discrete counterparts for the so-called simplex 
method for linear semiinfinite optimization problems, clue to Anderson and 
Lewis [2], where it is assumed that all the coefficient in or, also denoted by 
al(') . . . . .  an(') and b('), are analytic functions of the index t. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 two equivalent definitions 
of the LOP systems are provided, as well as two sufficient conditions for tr to 
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be LOP. One of these sufficient conditions is that tr is a p-system, which is a 
concept introduced in a significant paper of Marchi et al. [7] on the extension 
of Weyl's property to linear semiinfinite systems. The purpose of Section 3 is 
to obtain geometrical information on the solution set of LOP systems: it is 
shown that two cones associated with any solution point (the cone of feasible 
directions and the so-called active cone) are always polyhedral. These results 
are crucial for the analysis of the adjacency structure on the boundary of F, 
which is carried out in Section 4. 
Now, let us introduce some notation. We consider the Euclidean space 
~n equipped with the usual norm I1" II (the Chebyshev norm I1" IL), whose 
unit open ball will be denoted by B (B~, respectively). For any set X ~ O, 
let us denote by span X, aff X, cony X, cone X, X l , and X ° the linear span 
of X, the affine manifold spanned by X, the convex hull, the convex conical 
hull, the orthogonal subspace, and the positive polar of X (i.e., X ° = { y 
~nly'x >f 0 for all x ~ X}), respectively. We define also spanQ = coneQ 
= {0n}. Some of the above sets can be described by means of the space of 
generalized finite sequences, R ~w), whose elements are the functions A: T 
such that A t q: 0 only on a finite subset of T denoted by supp A. The 
convex cone, in R ¢T), of the nonnegative finite sequences is ~¢+r). On the 
topological side, we denote by int X, cl X, bd X, rint X, and rbd X the 
interior, closure, boundary, relative interior, and relative boundary of a set X. 
When X is a convex set, dim X is the dimension of affX, 0+X is the 
recession cone of X, lin X is the lineality space of X, and 
 (ulX) = inf{p >/01u px) 
is the gauge function of X, its effective domain being dom 3z(.I X). 
From its definition, any quasipolyhedral set X is convex, and its sets of 
extreme points and extreme directions are, at most, countable. Recall that 
both sets are finite in the case of polyhedral convex sets (solution sets of finite 
systems), whereas they may be uncountable for closed convex sets (which can 
be always represented through linear inequality systems): consider, for in- 
stance, the unbounded shuttlecock in R n, X := cl B + cone{2u + cl B}, u 
denoting a certain unitary vector. Obviously, the set of extreme points of a 
quasipolyhedral set X has no accumulation point, but there exist closed 
convex sets satisfying this condition which are not quasipolyhedral, e.g., 
X := Y + cone{2u + cl B}, Y being an arbitrary polyhedral convex set. 
We shall show that all the faces of a quasipolyhedral set X are exposed. In 
fact, let E be a face of X, and take a polytope P which is a neighborhood for 
certain z ~ E. Since E A P is a face of the polytope X N P, it is an exposed 
face, and so E O P is the set of minima on X ~ P of a linear function c'x. 
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Then z is a minimizer of c'x on X and, according to Theorem 18.1 in [8], 
E = {x ~ XIc'x = c'z}. 
Next, we shall recall some basic facts on linear inequality systems. The 
characteristic cone of a system or = {a' t x >1 b t, t ~ T} is the convex cone 
K=c°ne( (b : ) ' t~T;  (01) ) "  
The nonhomogeneous Farkas lemma states that, gaven a consistent system 
~r, a'x >1 b is a consequence of o" i fand  only if 
(Z) 
(see [10] for infinite-dimensional spaces and [4] for Euclidean spaces). In this 
case, a'x >1 b is redundant in the extended system ~r t_J {a'x >~ b}, the set 
operator between systems having an obvious meaning. We can say also that 
cr U {a'x >1 b} is equivalent o cr in the sense that both systems have the 
same solution set. When more than one system is considered, we distinguish 
them by means of subscripts, and the same subscripts will be used to 
distinguish their corresponding elements (so or 1 and cr 2 are equivalent if and 
only if cl K 1 = cl K2). 
2. LOCALLY POLYHEDRAL SYSTEMS 
Let F be the solution set of o" = {a' tx >1 b t, t ~ T}, T arbitrary, and 
~ F. A vector u ~ R n, u :~ 0,, is a feasible direction at ~ if there exists a 
0 > 0 such that ~ + Ou ~ F. Adding the null vector 0 n to the set of all the 
feasible directions, we obtain the (convex) cone of feasible directions at ~, 
denoted by D(F, ~). Let us consider the set of active indices at ~, T(~)  = 
{t ~ Tla't~ = bt},  and the cone of active constraints at ~, A(~) = cone{a t, t 
T(~)}. It can be easily seen that D(F, ~) c A(~) °, but the inclusion may 
be strict at every point of bd F [consider the possibility A(~) = {0 n} and 
~ bd F]. 
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Notice that a ~ el A(~) implies that a'(x - ~) >1 0 is a consequence of
~. In fact, 
c lA (~)=A(~)°°cD(F ,~)°= (a~Rn ( a ) ~c lK )  a'~ 
as the reader can verify. 
A consistent system or is said to be locally polyhedral (LOP) if 
D( F, x ) = A( x ) ° forall x ~ F. 
There are two obvious necessary conditions for tr to be LOP. First, 
D(F, x) must be closed, i.e., the tangent directions on the points of bd F 
must be feasible; and second, A(x) ~ {0 n} at any point x ~ bd F [otherwise, 
A(x) ° = Rn--/= D(F, x)]. Thus we require the existence of at least one 
inequality in or defining a supporting half space to F at each of its boundary 
points. Systems atisfying this condition are called tight. 
Notice that the existence of an equivalent subsystem with the LOP 
property implies the LOP property for the original system. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let us consider the system, in •2, 
~= {9t(t  + 2)2(t - 1)2xl - 9t(t  - 2)2(t + 1)2x2 
4(t 2 - 1) 2 - 36, t ~ [ -2 ,2 ]} ,  
as well as the subsystem of or defined by the set of indices { - 2, - 1, 1, 2}, 
whose solution set is 
(1), (0), 
Since the slack functions of these four points, w.r.t. ¢r, are 
4 (2+t) (2 - t ) ( t  2 +2)  ~0 forM1 t e [ -2 ,2 ] ,  
(t  + 1)2(2+t) (9 t  2 -22t  + 16) D0  for~l  t ~ [ -2 ,2 ] ,  
( t -  1 )2 (2 - t ) (9 t  2 +22t  + 16) >0 forall t c [ -2 ,2 ] ,  
32(t 2 - 1) 2 ~ 0 for~l  t ~ [ -2 ,2 ] ,  
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respectively, the solution set of both systems is [0, 1] 2. Hence, o- is LOP, since 
{1 t> x I >/ 0, 1 >1 x~ >~ 0} clearly satisfies this property. 
Unfortunately, it is usually difficult to decide whether or not an equivalent 
LOP subsystem exists, whereas the definition itself involves infinitely many 
points and a cone, D(F,  x), which can hardly be calculated at a given point. 
Thus, we give a characterization and two sufficient conditions. The first one 
establishes that LOP systems are those such that the steplength in the line 
search, from every feasible point in any nonrecession direction, is actually 
attained so long as at least one new constraint is activated at the new point. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F ~ Obe the solution set of ¢r = {a'tx >i bt, t ~ T}. 
Then ¢r is LOP i f  and only if, for any ~ ~ F and for  any u ~ O+F, there 
exists an index s ~ T, with a'su <0,  such that ~ + Ou ~ F, 0>10, is 
equivalent o 
a'~ -- b~ 
0<<.0<<. 
la'sul 
Consequently, every finite system is LOP. 
Proof. Let ~ ~ F. In the direct part, for u ~ 0+F, two cases can arise: 
I f  u is a feasible direction at ~, there is a 0 > 0 such that ~ := ~ + 0u 
bd F, u being an infeasible direction at 2. Then, because or is LOP, there 
exists an s ~ T(~)  such that a',u < 0. But a's~ = a',(~ + Ou) = b~ implies 
asx - bs 
(2.1) 
la'~ul ' 
representing the steplength of the line search from ~ in the direction of u 
when this vector is unitary. 
I f  u is not a feasible direction at ~, there exists an s ~ T(~)  such that 
a',u < 0 and the statement trivially holds (0 = 0). 
Conversely, let u ~ A(~) °, and assume that we are in the worst case, 
u ~ 0+F, which implies that ~ + Ou ~ F for any 0 such that 
a '~ - b~ 
O<~O<~--  
la,su I ' 
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for some s ~ T such that a'su < 0. Then, s ~ T(~), since u ~ A(~) °, and 
hence ~ + 0u ~ F for 0 > 0 defined by (2.1). Therefore, u ~ D(F,  Y,). • 
In order to provide a useful sufficient condition for LOP we introduce a 
new concept, associating with the nontfivial system or the projection, on the 
unit sphere in R n+ l, of the set of vectors of coefficients corresponding to 
nontrivial inequalities: 
((a) (at) 1 b t lbt I "  bt #On+l ' t~T"  (2.2) 
The set of accumulation points of (2.2) will be called the derived set of o', 
and will be denoted by D. I f  T is countable, D is included in the set of 
adherent points to the sequence of normalized vectors of coefficients, so that 
it is frequently computable. I f ITI < ~, then D = 0 .  Clearly, if 
(Z) 
then a'x >! b is a consequence of o" because D c cl K. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let or be a consistent nontrivial system with derived set (°) D. I f  the system cr U {a' x = b} is inconsistent for  all b ~ D, then cr is 
LOP. 
Proof. We just have to prove that the above condition implies that the 
steplength from a point £ ~ F in the direction of u ~ 0+F has the form of 
(2.1) for some s belonging to the nonempty set {t ~ Tla'tu < 0} or, equiva- 
lently, that the following infimum is always attainable: 
a' t ~2 - b t ) 
:= inf [a'~l : a'tn < O, t ~ T . (2.3) 
Let us assume the contrary; i.e., the existence of a sequence {tr} C T such 
that a(tr)'U < 0, r = 1, 2 . . . . .  and 
a(tr)'  -- b(tr)  
lirm la(tr),U I = 0 .  (2.4) 
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We can assume, without loss of generality, that 
[ a ( t r )  1 / a(tr) 
for some (~)  ~ D. According to the Cauchy-Sehwartz inequality, 
a(tr)  b(tr) la(tr)'Ul <~lla(tr)ll-lla(tr)'Ul <~ IlulI, (2.6) 
so that the left-hand-side sequence in (2.6) can be assumed to be convergent. 
On the other side, multiplying both members  of (2.5) by - 1 ' one has 
I(a( r) I -1 lira b(tr )  [a ( t r ) '~  - b(t r ) l  = a'~ - b ,  O, (2.7)  
because o" U {a'x = b} is inconsistent and ff is a solution of o'. 
Since 0 < + ~, combining (2.4) and (2.7), we obtain 
0 = lim 
[b ( t r )  la(tr)'Ul 
a '~ -- b 
[ a ( t r )  -1 
lim Ib(tr) ) la(t~)'ul 
Then, defining ~ := ~ + 0u and recalling (2.5), we obtain 
/ (;/( 
= a'~ - b - 01ira [b(tr) la(t~)'ul = O, 
so that ~ is a solution of o" U {a'x = b}, in contradiction to the assumption. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. 
Since 
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Those systems that satisfy the condition of Theorem 2.2 are called 
p-systems in [7]. 
Let cr = { - (2z  + 1)x 1 + x 2 >/ - ( z  2 + z), z ~ 77}. 
(0) o 
we have D = {(0, 0, - 1)'}, and or is a p-system and therefore LoP. 
Example 2.1 shows that an LOP system does not need to be a p-system. In 
fact, in this case, 
{ ( at ) -1(at )  } 
D = bt  bt , t ~ T . 
Hence, taking for instance t = 1, we have 2-I/z(0, - 1, - 1)' e D and (1, 1)' 
is a solution of cr to { -x  z = - 1}. 
Suppose that cr is a p-system with solution set F, and a'x >~ b defines a 
supporting half space to F at some ~ ~ bd F. Then or tO {a'x >~ b - r - l ,  r 
~} is LOP, because its solution set is still F and A(x)  is unaltered for 
x ~ bd F; but it is no longer a p-system, because a'~ = b and 
i (~) -1 (~)  = lim (b_at_ l ) -x (bar_ l )~O.  
Thus, the p-systems form a subclass of LoP systems which (in contrast with 
the whole class) is not closed for the aggregation of consequent relations. 
TIJEO~EM 2.3. Any tight representation of  a full-dimensional quasipoly- 
hedral set is Lop. 
Proof. Let ~r be a tight representation f a full-dimensional quasipoly- 
hedral set F. Given a point ~ e bd F, we shall consider the polytope 
F 0 := F F3 {x ~ R"lllxll= ~ 1 + II~IL}, 
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a0 := a U {1 + I1~11~ x, ~ -1  -I1~11~, i = 1,2  . . . . .  n}, 
and D(F ,  ~) = D(F  o, ~). 
Let F 1,F~ . . . .  ,Fp be the facets (faces of dimension n -1 )  of F 0 
containing ~ (p  >t 1). I f  (a i) (x - i )  >1 0 is a supporting half space to F 0, 
containing F,, and x i ~ rint Fi, this inequality is the unique possible active 
constraint at x i (excepting those which are obtained by multiplying it by a 
positive scalar). Therefore, because of the tightness property of or, 
so that 
{a 1, a z . . . . .  a p} c A(~)  = Ao(07c), 
A(,2) ° c (a 1, a 2 . . . . .  aP} ° = D(  Fo, ~2) = D( F, ~2), 
which implies that o" is an LOP system. • 
The assumption of full dimensionality for F is necessary for this result, as 
the following example shows: 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let us consider the following system, in ~2: 
= {x 1 ~ 0; -x  t ~ - 1; x 2 ~ - r  1, r = 1,2 . . . .  ; --x 2 ~ 0}. 
The solution set is the polytope F = [0, 1] × {0}, with dim F = 1 < n, and ~r 
is obviously a tight representation of F. Nevertheless, A(~) ° strictly contains 
D(F ,  ~c) at any point ~ ~ F. 
We close this section by showing that there are LOP systems which are not 
obtainable by adding redundant constraints to some p-system, even in the 
case dim F --- n. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let ~ --- {x3 >/ 0; x 1 + t ( t  + 1)x 2 + t3x3 >~ 2t  + 1, 
t = 1, 2 . . . .  }. It can be easily realized that F is full-dimensional, because 
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(0, 0, 3)' ~ F and 
) {x ~ F Ix 3 = 0} = cony r 1 , r =2 ,3  . . . .  
(2.s) 
On the other side, x 3 >i 0 is the only redundant inequality in o', because 
(0, 0, 1, 0)' ~ cl K 1, where K 1 denotes the characteristic cone of o'~ = o" \ 
{x 3 >/0}, whereas the remaining inequalities (which define different facets of 
F)  are nonredundant. Consequently, or 1 is the only equivalent subsystem of 
o'4 but it is not a p-system, because D t = {(0, 0, 1, 0)'} and or 1 tO {x 3 = 0} is 
consistent by (2.8). Finally, or is an LOP system as a consequence of Theorem 
2.3. 
3. SOME GEOMETRICAL  PROPERTIES 
If  u is a feasible direction at ~ G F, the maximum steplength from ~ in 
the direction of u is the product of the positive number given by (2.3), which 
we denote by O(u), with the norm of u. We wish to establish that all these 
steplengths are greater than a positive real number when D(F, ~) is polyhe- 
dral. One possible approach would be to prove some continuity property of 
the function 0 : D(F, Yc) \ {0,} ~ ~+. Instead of this, we shall deal with a 
closely related well-known function, the gauge of a suitable convex set. 
Although we use the Chebyshev norm for technical reasons, the statement is
also true for the Euclidean norm. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that D( F, ,2) is polyhedral at a certain point 7c of a 
given closed convex set F. Then there will exist a positive scalar )t such that 
7c + Au ~ F for every u ~ D(F, ,2) (~ cl B=. 
Proof. Suppose that the finite set of vectors U with U c D(F, Y:) f~ el B= 
generates D(F, ~,), assume that 0 > 0 satisfies ~ + Ou ~ F for all u ~ U, 
and consider 
c ..= conv[(  + OU) U 
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Now, we consider the gauge function of C - ~, y(.[C - ~). We have 
dora 3~(.1C -~)  = cone(C -~)  = cone U = D(F, ~). 
Since C - ~ is a polytope containing the origin, Corollary 9.7.1 in [8] implies 
that y('IC - Yc) is closed. Since D(F, ~) A cl Bo~ is also a polytope, Theorem 
10.2 in [8] shows that y('IC - ~) is continuous relative to D(F, ~) N cl Bo~. 
Let /z  > 0 be an upper bound of y('IC - ~) on this set, and take an arbitrary 
u ~ D(F, ~) fq cl B~. Since 0 n ~ C - ~, we have u ~/z (C  - ~) or, equiva- 
lently, ~ +/z - lu  ~ C. This completes the proof, because C c F. • 
The next lemma is the key to this section and is of independent interest. 
It implies the polyhedrality of the cone of feasible directions on the boundary 
of the solution set of LOP systems. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a closed convex set in the Euclidean space such 
that D( F, x) is closed for every x ~ F. Then D( F, x) is polyhedral at every 
xEF .  
Proof. We can assume that F is full-dimensional, because we will use 
the induction principle w.r.t, dim F (we consider F embedded in aft F). The 
property holds for closed convex sets of dimension one and two, because the 
closed convex cones included in lines and planes are always polyhedral. Let 
us suppose that it is also true for closed convex sets of dimension less than n. 
We will obtain a contradiction by assuming that D(F, x) is closed at every 
x ~ F but there exists a particular point ~ ~ bd F such that D(F, ~) fails to 
be polyhedral. 
First suppose that D(F, ~2) is not pointed, so that we can write 
D( F, ~) = lin D( F, ~) + D( F, ~), 
with •" q= ]in D(F, ~) ~ {On} , where 
/ ) (F ,  ~) := D(F, ~,) A {lin D(F, ~)} ± 
Then, if {a l, a 2 . . . . .  ak}, k < n, is a basis of lin D(F, ~), we consider the set 
F L := F N L, with 
L = {x ~ R"l(a*)'(x =0, ,=  1 . . . . .  k}.  
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Since D(FL, x) = D(F, x) ~ L is closed for every x ~ F L and dim F L = 
n -  k, we have that D(F L, ~)= D(F, ~2) is polyhedral by the induction 
hypothesis. Thus D(F, Yc) is finitely generated, which contradicts the assump- 
tion. 
Now suppose that D(F, Yc) is pointed. Corollary 18.7.1 of [8] implies that 
D(F, ~2) contains an infinite number  of exposed rays (otherwise it would be 
polyhedral). Consider, then, a sequence of distinct vectors {ui}, Iluil] = 1, 
generating exposed rays of D(F, ~). This implies the existence of associated 
nonzero vectors {a i} such that for each i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  
(a i ) 'u  i = 0 and (ai) 'u > 0 for all u E \ {Au : At> 0}. 
(3.1) 
From (3.1), we have a i ~ D(F, ~)°, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  so that the inequality 
(ai)'x >t b i -'= (ai) '~ holds for every x ~ F and it is active at the points of 
the interval [~, ~ + Oiu i] (possibly a half line), where 0 i ~ R+u{+oo} is the 
steplength for u i. 
Now we proceed by assuming that ~ is an accumulation point of {u~}. 
Neglecting terms of the sequence (if necessary), we can write lim i u i = ~ and 
~ u i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  We shall denote by 0 the steplength corresponding to ~, 
which is a feasible direction at ~ because D(F, Y~) is closed. We discuss two 
alternative possibilities. 
(i) lim sup/0  i > 0 (possibly + ~). This enables us to construct a se- 
quence of feasible points x ~ := ~ +/zu  ~, with 
0 </x  < min{0, l im supi Oi} 
and, taking a subsequence of {u i} if necessary, we have a sequence {x i} c F 
w i th l im~x *=~+ /~:=;~F.  
Now let us take the hyperplane of equidistant points to ~ and JT, 
(3.2) 
Obviously, Fn := F rq H contains the point ~ n := ~ + ( /x /2)~;  the point 
is in one of the open half spaces determined by H, whereas ~ is located in 
the other. Thus, we can suppose that the whole sequence {x i} is contained in 
this second half space. We define the sequence {yi} such that yi is the only 
point in [~, x i] A H. Since lira i x i = ~, it is evident that lim i yi = ~H and 
[ ~ H, yi] c Fn, whereas 
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for every A > 1 because (a i ) 'x  >~ b~ for all x ~ F n c F, and, recalling that 
yi ~_ [~, ~ + Oiui], 
(a~) ' [~ n + A(y~-  ~n) ]  =(1 -A) (a~) ' (~ + ( /x /2 )~)  + A(a i ) ' y  i 
= b, + ( - < b, .  
We have shown that {y i _  ~n} c D(Fn ,  ~n)  and the corresponding 
steplengths tend to zero, 
l iml[y ~ - xn l [  = l im l ]y  ~ - ~"11~ = 0. 
i i 
Hence, D(F  n, ~2 n)  is not polyhedral, as a consequence of Lemma 3.1, and 
the induction hypothesis is contradicted because D( F n, x)  = D( F, x)  N H is 
closed for all x ~- F n and dim F n = n - 1. 
(ii) l imsupl Oi = 0. We can assume that {0 i} is a sequence of positive 
numbers such that limi 0 i = 0. Then the sequence of points x i := ~ + Oiu i 
converges to ~. 
Let us take the hyperplane H given by (3.2), and the associated elements 
as in part (i), but with /z chosen arbitrarily to satisfy 0 </x  < 0. We can 
assume that all the sequence {x i} is in the same open half space as ~, and 
that £ := £ +/xK  ~ F is in the other. 
Next we consider the sequence {yi} c F n such that yi is the unique 
point of [x i, :~] A H and, since lira i x i = ~, lim i yi = ~n. Additionally, we 
shall consider the sequence {z i} c H such that z i is the point in H with 
z i = ~c + pi(x i - ~); i.e., Pi = Ix[20i (~'ui) ] - l "  For i big enough, z ~ is well 
defined and p~ > 1 because lim~ p~ = +oo, so that z ~ ~ F. Moreover, 
l imz '= i  l im(~ + piOiu' ) =~" .  
Up to now we have proved that y i _ Tcn ~ D(F  n , ~ n ). Since 
{z i, y,, ~n} c aff{~, x i, ~} N H,  
the last affine set being one-dimensional, and z i ~ F whereas y* ~ F, there 
must exist y~> 1, i = 1,2 . . . . .  such that z i -~n  = y~(y~_~n) .  This 
means that the steplength in the feasible direction z ~ -~H is smaller than 
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IIz i -  ~nll and hence tends to zero. Again this contradicts the induction 
hypothesis, using the result of Lemma 3.1. • 
LEMMA 3.3. 
Proof. 
so that 
I f  tr is an LOP system and Yc ~ F, then 
(F  - 2) ± = l incl  A (~)  = lin A(~) .  
Given ~ ~ F, it is clear that 
cl A (~)  = A(~)  °° = D(F ,  2) ° = [cone(F  - ~)]°,  
(3.3) 
l incl  A (~)  = l in [cone(F  -2 ) ]  ° = (F  -2 )  ± , 
and the first equality in (3.3) holds. 
Now, consider an arbitrary z ~ tint F. Then 
cl A(z )  = D(F ,  z)  ° = [span(F  - z) ]  ° = (F  - z)  ± , 
which implies A(z )  = (F  - z ) "  . Since A(z )  is a finitely generated cone, 
there exists t~ ~ T, i = 1 . . . . .  p, such that 
A(  z )  = cone{a( t , ) ,  i = I . . . . .  p}, 
with a(ti)' z = b(ti),  i=  1 . . . . .  p. Then a(t~)' x = b(t~), i=  1 . . . . .  p, for 
every x ~ F [8, Theorem 11.6], and (F  - z) l = A(z )  c A (x )  for all x ~ F. 
Consequently, (F  - 2) ± = (F  - z) ± c A(~); i.e., (F  - 2) ± c l in  A(~), and 
the opposite inclusion follows from the first equality in (3.3). • 
An index t ~ T is a carrier for or when a' tx = b t for all x ~ F. We shall 
denote by T c the set of carrier indices. I f  F contains a Slater point for or; i.e., 
an x ° such that ' 0 a tx >b t, for all t ~ T, then T c =Q.  
The following result summarizes the main geometrical propert ies of the 
LOP systems. These propert ies also hold for another class of l inear inequality 
systems, called Farkas-Minkowski,  except for the polyhedrality of  the active 
cone (which is just closed; see [3]). 
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THEOREM 3.4. I f  cr is an LOP system, then: 
(i) The active cone A( Yc ) is polyhedral at each point Y, ~ F. 
(ii) dim F = n - dim span{at, t ~ Tc}. Consequently, if T c -4= Q, we 
have 
aff  = {x R"la;x = b,, t To). 
(iii) rint F is the solution set of the system 
{a;x > b t, t E T \  Tc; a;x = b t, t ~ Tc}. (3.4) 
In particular, int F is the set of Slater points of the (equivalent) system 
obtained by the elimination of the trivial inequalities. 
Proof. (i): I~mma 3.2 has established that D(F, ~) is polyhedral at each 
point ~ ~ F, and so cl A(~) = D(F, ~)° is also polyhedral. 
First suppose that dim F = n. In this case cl A(~) is pointed (by Lemma 
3.3); let us consider a set of unitary vectors {a 1, a 2 . . . . .  a p}  generating the 
extreme directions of this polyhedral cone. 
If we assume that p is small enough to guarantee that 
D(F, ~-) n p(cl B~) = (F  - ~) n p(cl Bo~), 
we have that (a i ) ' (x -  ~c)= O, i=  1,2 . . . . .  p, are the equations of the 
hyperplanes supporting the facets of the polytope (F - ~) f3 p(cl B=), which 
are adjacent to ~. Reasoning as in Theorem 2.3 (and recalling that ~r is tight, 
since it is LOP), it can be proved that {a 1, a 2 . . . . .  a p} c A(,2). Thus A(~) = 
cl A(~) is polyhedral. 
In the case that dim F < n, we have 
cl A(~) -- (F  - ~)± +[el  A(~) n span(F - ~)], 
the second cone being pointed and polyhedral. The same argument used in 
the first part, replacing R" with span(F -  ~), leads us to conclude that 
A(~) n span(F - ~) is polyhedral. Hence, appealing again to Lemma 3.3, 
A(~) = (F  - ~)± +[A(~)  n span(F - ~)] 
is the sum of two convex polyhedral cones and so is polyhedral. 
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(ii): Since we have established that A(~) is closed, we can assert that 
} 
which will be very useful in what follows. First note the following conse- 
quence of Lemma 3.3: 
a f fF  = ~ + span(F  - ~) = ~ + {lin A(~)} ± (3.6) 
Let us show that, for any 2 ~ F, the following equation holds: 
lin A (~)  = span{a t, t ~ Tc}. (3.7) 
a )  ~c lK  +a ~ A( ~) and +- a,~2 
I f  a ~ lin A(~), then 
by (3.5). Let 
a = E }ttat, }k ~ ~(+r~, supp A C T (~) .  (3.8) 
t~T  
For any x ~ F, one has 
E ~ta',(x -~) =a'(, -~) =o, 
t~T  
so that a' tx = b t for all x ~ F and for all t ~ supp A. Thus, supp A c T c and 
a ~ span{a t , t ~ Tc}. 
Conversely, if t ~ T c, then 
+ a, t ~ ~ el K 
and, again by (3.5), +_a t ~- A(~); i.e., a t ~ lin A(~). 
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The dimensional formula is a straightforward consequence of (3.6) and 
(3.7). Then, assuming T c -~ 0 ,  it is obvious that 
aff F c {x ~ R" la ;x  = bt, t ~ Tc}, 
and, since both affine manifolds have the same dimension, they coincide. 
(iii): It is known that any relative-interior point of F satisfies (3.4) [3, 
Theorem 3.1]. Thus, we have just to prove that (3.4) fails for all ~ ~ rbd F, 
provided that (r is LOP. 
By the proper separation theorem (see [8]) there exists a supporting half 
space to F at ~2, a'x >~b, such that a'z >b for certain z ~F .  Since 
a ~ A(~) by (3.5), we can express it in the form (3.8). But 
X - = a ' (z  - > 0 
t~T 
implies the existence o fa  t ~ T (£)such  that t q~ T c [because a't(z -~2) ~ 0]. 
Therefore ~ does not satisfy (3.4). • 
4. EXTREME POINTS AND EDGES 
In the previous section we have shown that for LOP systems both the cone 
of feasible directions and the cone of active constraints are polyhedral at a 
feasible point. Now we consider the extreme points of the feasible set. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  or is an LOP system, the set of extreme points o fF  has 
no accumulation point. 
Proof. Assume that {x i} is a sequence of extreme points of F such that 
limi x i = ~. Then x i - Y~ ~ D(F, ~), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  and the steplength in the 
feasible direction x i - ~ is precisely its norm I[x i - ~11, which converges to 
zero. Thus D(F, ~2) is not polyhedral according to Lemma 3.1, and this 
contradicts Lemma 3.2. • 
The following extension of Theorem 3.7 in [7] justifies the name locally 
polyhedral for the class of systems we deal with. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Any LOP system has quasipolyhedral solution set. 
Proof. Let o- be an LoP system with solution set F. Take a minimal 
representation f the polytope, intersecting F, 
P := {x ~ ~n l (a ' ) ' x  >1 b,, i = 1,2 . . . . .  k}, 
and consider the extended system 
{(ai) 'x i=  1,2 . . . . .  k}, 
whose solution set is F e := F C3 P. I f  ~ ~ Fp and we define 
,~ = {a ' l (a ' ) '~  = b,, i = 1 ,2  . . . . .  k} ,  
it can be established that 
Ae(~2 ) =cone{A(~)  UA--} and Ae(,2) ° =A(~)  °~A° .  
Therefore, 
Ae( ~,) ° = D( F, ,2) f3 {ul( ai)'u >~ O, for all a i ~ A} = D( Fe, Yc). 
We have proved that o" e is an Lop system, and from Theorem 4.1 it 
follows that F e has a finite number of extreme points. So F e is the convex 
hull of a finite number of points and hence is a polytope. • 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let (~ 4= F c ~' .  Then F is the solution set of some 
LOP system if and only if it is quasipolyhedral. 
Proof. The direct part is Theorem 4.2. On the other side, if F (q P is a 
polytope for every polytope P c ~" such that F Y~ P v~ 0 ,  then F is closed 
and convex. Let us consider the system o" of all the linear inequalities 
a'x >~ b such that a'x >~ b for all x ~ F. It is, obviously, a linear representa- 
tion of F, by the separation theorem, and it is tight because of the existence 
of a supporting half space to F at any boundary point of F. If dim F = n, 
then the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.3. I f  dim F < n, then a similar 
argument to the one used in Theorem 2.3, with R" replaced by aft F, shows 
that o" is LOP. • 
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The next result generalizes to LOP systems Theorem 3.8 in [7], which turns 
out to be an extension of Weyl's property (also incorrectly attributed to A. 
Charnes) characterizing the extreme points of convex polyhedral sets. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let ~r be an LOP system and ~ ~ F. Then ~ is an extreme 
point o fF  if and only if dim A(£) = n. 
Proof. I f  2 is not an extreme point, then there is a vector u ~ O. with 
_+ u ~ F. Now, for any t ~ T(~), 
+ u} = b, _+ a;u I> b,; 
i.e., a'tu = 0. This means u ~ A(~)"  , so that dim A(~) < n. 
Conversely, if dim A(£) < n, there exists a vector u ¢ 0n, with u 
A(~)"  , i.e. _+u ~ A(£) ° = D(F, Fc). Hence, ___u are feasible directions at ~, 
which cannot be an extreme point of  F. • 
It can be easily seen that the extreme-point condition in Theorem 4.3 is 
sufficient for any linear semiinfinite system. However, the converse statement 
fails even for tight systems (recall the tangential representation of cl B), 
whereas it holds also for some non-LOp systems, as the following example 
shows. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the solution set of the system 
a = { - (2r  + 1)x 1 + r ( r  + 1)x 2 >~ -1 ,  r E N; 1 /> x 1 >/ 0; X 2 >/ 0}, 
whose set of extreme points is 
} r -  2 , r~  N U {02}, lim~ r -  2 =02 , 
so that o" cannot be LOP. On the other side, it can be easily seen that the 
active indices at ( r  -1, r -2 )  ' are r - 1 and r for r ~ N \ {1}, whereas the 
cones of active constraints at 
1) 
0 2 and ( 1 
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are 
o: 
respectively. Hence, dim A(~) = 2 at every extreme point of F. 
The theorem below characterizes the edges of the solution set in the 
three cases that the edge is a line segment, a half line, or a whole line. The 
expression for A(~) given by (3.5) will be used to prove the necessity of the 
corresponding conditions (the sufficiency is valid for general linear semiinfi- 
nite systems). 
THEOREM 4.4. Given an LOP system (r with solution set F, the following 
statements hold: 
(i) Ix 1, x2l is an edge o f f  if  and only if x 1 and x 2 are extreme points of 
F and 
dimspan{a t, t ~ r (x  1) rq r (x2)} = n - 1; 
(ii) {2 + OulO >1 0}, u --/: O n, is an edge o f f  if and only if~ is an extreme 
point of F, and there exists a subset S c T(2),  ISI = n-  1, such that 
{at, t ~ S} is linearly independent and u ~ O+ F satisfies additionally a'tu = 0 
for  all t ~ S; 
(iii) {2 + OulO ~ ~}, u "/: O n, is an edge o fF  if and only i f  a'tu = 0 for 
all t ~ T, and dim A(~) = n - 1. 
Proof. We give the proof of (i). The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar. 
[x ~, x 2] is an edge if and only if there exists a supporting half space 
a'x >lb, a ~ R", a ~0, ,  b ~ IR  such that HAF=[x  1,x2],where H= 
{x ~ N"la'x --- b}. First, we assume that this is the ease. 
For an arbitrary x a ~ ]x 1, x2[, it is easy to see that T(x  3) = T(x  1) A 
r (x  2) and, by (3.5), 
a ~ A(x 3) c span{at, t ~ T (x  1) A T(x2)}. 
Let us define 
V := [span{a t, t ~ T( X 1) ("1 T( X2)}] J" C D( F, X3). 
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Since x 3 is not an extreme point, dim A(x 3) < n and V ~ {On}. I f  dim V ~> 2, 
then there is a w ~ V \  span{x 2 - xl}. This w is a feasible direction at x 3, 
and so ~:=x 3 + Ow ~F for some0> 0. Buta '~=band ~[x  l ,x2] ,so  
that H n F 4: [ x 1, x 2 ], which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of 
the direct statement. 
Conversely, assume that 
dimspan{at, t ~ T (x  1) N T(x2)} = n - 1. 
Let S c T(x 1) n T(x2), IS[ = n - 1, such that {a t, t ~ S} is linearly inde- 
pendent, and define a = Et~sat and b = Et~sbt . Obviously, a'x >1 b de- 
fines a supporting half space to F at x i, i = 1, 2. We will show that 
H nF=[x  1,x 2]for H :={x~E"[a 'x  =b}. 
Suppose x ~ H n F. Then Et~sa'tx = ~tssbt  and, since a'tx >t b t for 
t ~ S, a'tx = b t for t ~ S. Thus H n F c {x ~ ~"la'tx = bt, t ~ S} which, 
from the definition of S, is a set of dimension one which contains x 1 and x 2. 
As x i and x 2 are extreme points of F, H n F cannot contain any points 
outside [x 1, x2]. • 
The authors are indebted to Dr. V. Jornet for his thorough reading of the 
manuscript and his valuable comments. 
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